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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hello, my name is Chris Shuma, I am a Senior GIS Analyst with the City of Frisco, welcome to our city and my presentation on the Special Event Operation ArcGIS Solution and my modifications to create the Frisco Variant inspired by Loki there.
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OVERVIEW 
 BACKGROUND 
 DEVELOPMENT 
 CHALLENGES 
 FUTURE 

This presentation will review 
the needs of the City of Frisco,  

dive into the Special Event 
Operations ArcGIS Solution, 
and show the steps taken to 
transform the solution for the 
purposes of the City of Frisco. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
An overview of this presentation is shown here, and this entire project is still very much a work in progress, I might call it phase 1 of 10? 20? Who knows, but I will try to go over what all prompted this effort, the current state of development with some tips of how to handle an ArcGIS Solution, and a few challenges and ideas for the future.
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BACKGROUND 
City of Frisco 
BIS Consultants 

University of Texas at Dallas 
Valparaiso University 

Me  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First, a little background on myself, I first learned what GIS was while earning a Meteorology degree at Valparaiso University, a small school in Northwest Indiana, before moving down here back in 2012. I was able to work part time at BIS Consulting and learn my GIS editing chops while earning a Master’s in Geospatial Information Science over at UTD in Richardson. And now for the past 9 years I have worked at the City of Frisco, earning my GISP and putting together many maps and apps. My current efforts are focused on the Engineering and Public Works departments, especially with asset management, but I have created several public facing apps shown here highlighting hike and bike trails, major traffic closures, and reporting various animal sightings, friendly like my cat there to the not so friendly coyote attacks.
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BACKGROUND 
• WHO 

o Frisco Engineering, IT, Police, Fire, Parks, Visit Frisco, Event Organizers, more?! 

• WHAT 
o Need to replace My Maps product and better manage/communicate event information 

• WHEN 
o Need a suitable replacement of My Maps by the ACM Awards in May 

• WHERE 
o Large-scale events like Academy Of Country Music Awards, Frisco Freedom Fest, Merry Main Street 

• WHY 
o Security – public could find out the location of officers and other sensitive information 
o Better Product! Collaboration! Eventual real-time awareness and response? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On to the project at hand, Special Event Operations can be quickly summarized into event planning. So, who needs to be involved? It started as a need from the Traffic Engineers, but the data and departments involved in these large-scale events brought interest from Police, Fire, Parks, the Visit Frisco group, and the event organizers. The big WHAT that we are after here is replacing a My Maps google product that was used in prior years by the engineers, we had no idea until this year, but we were pretty sure we could create a more stable mapping product. The hard deadline for this phase 1 of the project is the ACM awards coming up on May 16th. It is an event that has heavy traffic impacts and requires a lot of communication between the event organizers and the city. Events we are looking at for now are the Academy of Country Music Awards at The Star (Cowboys Facilities), Frisco Freedom Fest, a 4th of July festival, and Merry Main Street, a Christmas festival at Frisco Square. Finally, the main WHY for this project was the security risk of mapping police officer locations on a publicly accessible google product. That raised all the red flags to our security staff, and we knew we could better control the users within our GIS environment. Secondary WHYs were our belief we could build a better product, improve collaboration between stakeholders, and a hope to eventually add real time awareness and response.
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DEVELOPMENT 
• ArcGIS Solution 
• Apps 

• Survey123 Form 
• Crowdsource Manager App 
• Event Editor Apps - WAB 
• Event Viewer Apps – WAB 
• Copy Previous Maps Notebook 

• Schema 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
An outline of my development portion is here, as a big part of this was my first time really trying an ArcGIS Solution. They always seemed intimidating, or you needed your data to be perfect for it to work. But I will also go over the apps I currently have up and some of the schema and widgets I added for our purpose.
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Google My Maps 
DEVELOPMENT 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First, I will show a glimpse of the Google My Maps product in case you are unfamiliar like I was. It lets you add points/lines/polygons and customize your symbology while displaying the google imagery and business data which is nice. You can expand those layers to view every single feature and click to zoom to it and open the pop-up like the Info Summary widget. It lets you view this in Google Earth and allows exporting of the data to KML which was great, so I did not have to recreate the linework and attributes previously made.
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ArcGIS Solutions (arcgis.com/apps/solutions) 
DEVELOPMENT 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Moving to the ArcGIS Solution page, you can see there are over 100 different solutions, and when you search for events, you will actually see 2 very similar solutions. The one I am using is called the Special Event Operations, there is one called Special Event Permitting and Operations which adds a lot if you want to manage event permits and review them, which we do not.
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ArcGIS Solutions 
DEVELOPMENT 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When finding it there will be a nice overview and a Learn more link that I would highly suggest for those deploying a solution for the first time as the ESRI documentation was very helpful. There are also some quick slides on the right that show the different pieces of the puzzle which I will go over next. And when logged in to your ArcGIS Online account you can click Deploy now and the entire solution will be added to a new folder in your content.
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ArcGIS Solutions 
DEVELOPMENT 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I am currently using the items with a green check mark, but the other items are not deleted in case we eventually want to incorporate them. Starting on the left we have a Survey123 form to catalog the events, then a manager app to review the events entered from the form.
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ArcGIS Solutions 
DEVELOPMENT 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These next two apps I combined into one as we just have one user editing both the operations assets, like police locations, and site assets, like parking and traffic routes.
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ArcGIS Solutions 
DEVELOPMENT 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are two ArcGIS Notebooks included, and I am just using the right one which allows me to copy an event plan from a previous year to a new year. It can be very helpful, so they do not have to start mapping from scratch. That first one is creating unique maps for the next apps that I am not using.
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ArcGIS Solutions 
DEVELOPMENT 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The next two not a part of our initial phase is a Field Maps map to report incidents live during the event and a Workforce project to manage these reports. 
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ArcGIS Solutions 
DEVELOPMENT 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On the left there is a fancy command center experience builder application to view the operations, weather, traffic, health and safety maps. Lastly, an after-action application to see historical data and support after-action reports. If you have not heard of our SAFER application, which was presented at SCAUG last year, it is used by all our emergency services, I think it will be the preferred tool to handle anything live during the events. We approached this solution as more of a planning tool.
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ArcGIS Solutions 
DEVELOPMENT 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
OK, so going back to when we clicked that ‘Deploy Now’ button, this is what is thrown into your ArcGIS Online content folder. A whopping 51 items, which can be overwhelming to sort through and understand. Especially since there is no sample data, so opening one of these maps or apps will generally be blank. The item at the top is an attempt to organize the solution, but I did not find it quite as helpful.
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ArcGIS Solutions 
DEVELOPMENT 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here will be a short video of me scrolling through the item. It lists each app with the associated maps and feature layers beneath it sort of tabbed out. Now that I have worked on this for a few months I can follow it a little bit better, but when you open this for the first time, especially unfamiliar with the naming conventions, it just freaked me out. Very easy to lose your spot, it might just need more clear separations or some numbering, I don’t know.
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ArcGIS Solutions 
DEVELOPMENT 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What I suggest, is just filtering the content folder list by item type. I started by apps and just focused on those 13 to try and figure out what I might need. Anything I was sure I did not need I copied to a different folder. From there you can go to maps and feature layers and notebooks, but it will still take some time and patience. The documentation will help, as well as some ESRI videos you can find on YouTube.
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DEVELOPMENT 
• ArcGIS Solution 
• Apps 

• Survey123 Form 
• Crowdsource Manager App 
• Event Editor Apps - WAB 
• Event Viewer Apps – WAB 
• Copy Previous Maps Notebook 

• Schema 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now I will move to the actual apps being used, starting with the Survey123 form. The initial version of this includes a lot more questions categorizing the event, estimating attendance, and attaching alcohol permits (the feature service has 99 attribute fields if you want). Using Survey123 Connect to edit, I reduced the questions to very basic name, dates, and location. Technically I don’t even need to use this, I could just add the data to the feature service. The idea was to gather this information from the event organizers, and the planners in the city would approve/disapprove and can assign permits as necessary. But for now, I like the interface and want to maintain it in case it is used as it was designed.
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Survey123 Form 
DEVELOPMENT 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now I will move to the actual apps being used, starting with the Survey123 form. The initial version of this includes a lot more questions categorizing the event, estimating attendance, and attaching alcohol permits (the feature service has 99 attribute fields if you want). Using Survey123 Connect to edit, I reduced the questions to very basic name, dates, and location. Technically I don’t even need to use this, I could just add the data to the feature service. The idea was to gather this information from the event organizers, and the planners in the city would approve/disapprove and can assign permits as necessary. But for now, I like the interface and want to maintain it in case it is used as it was designed.
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Crowdsource Manager App 
DEVELOPMENT 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Next is this Crowdsource Manager app, which was a style I had not used before. I did not change much about it; the idea is to approve/disapprove the events and manage the links to the various site maps. It basically applies the necessary URL parameter to the site and operations maps so when you open them it zooms and filters to the correct event. This also ties into the Notebook where an event must be set to the Archived status in order to be copied to an event in the Under Review status.
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Editor App 
DEVELOPMENT 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Onto the meat and potatoes, the editor app. The group filter widget on the left is the key that lets you switch between each event via an event ID attribute in every layer. On the right is the smart editor widget, which allows the editing of all the site and operations assets as I combined the two apps into one. You can see icons for police locations and then linework for the routing in and out of parking lots as well as traffic cone placement.
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Editor App 
DEVELOPMENT 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Looking deeper at the Smart Editor widget, it lets you search for layers in a long list and assign preset values to your assets. So, if you are adding 10 barricades with the same description you don’t have to type it 10 times. You can see on the right it will give drop downs where domains are setup, and it will automatically populate that unique event identifier field.
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Editor App 
DEVELOPMENT 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A few other widgets are included here, one of my favorites is the Info Summary widget where you can group the data and view asset counts, see attribute data like that blue lot at the bottom, and it has the on/off layer functionality when you click the symbols in the circles. If you click on one of the records it will zoom to it and open the pop-up. I also included three simple infographic widgets that will take the sum of the number of traffic cones or barricades for the total event which is helpful for Public Works. Finally, a filter widget, different than the group filter widget used to select the event. A key attribute we added was Phase to identify if an asset was part of the Inbound or Outbound plan. This lets the user filter the map to see only inbound/outbound along with a few others like if what barricade are the city responsibility vs the venues responsibility and which ones are only used for emergencies.
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Editor App 
DEVELOPMENT 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And here is a more zoomed in look to the app, where we have recent nearmap imagery to display and the number of cones or barricades is labeled onto the line features. There is also the attribute table widget to easily export the data and the measure widget as they determine the number of cones or barricades by the distance covered. 
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Viewer App 
DEVELOPMENT 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The viewer app is going to look identical, just without that Smart Editor widget. This is the full version with all the layers, but there will also be one without the sensitive data like police locations. It opens to the Legend widget to show the layer symbology, but there are also basic widgets like the basemap selector and the layer list to turn layers on and off.
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ArcGIS Notebook – Copy Previous Site and Operations Maps 
DEVELOPMENT 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The last piece I am currently using is a GIS Notebook that copies assets with an archived event identifier to a new event identifier. Most years it will make sense to start with a previous year’s plan instead of a blank slate. It took some editing with the schema changes but seems to work, and if it gives me trouble a careful copy/paste of the features in ArcPro can do the same. This at least gives an option for possible event managers to run everything without GIS experience if we had that kind of setup.
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DEVELOPMENT 
• ArcGIS Solution 
• Apps 

• Survey123 Form 
• Crowdsource Manager App 
• Event Editor Apps - WAB 
• Event Viewer Apps – WAB 
• Copy Previous Maps Notebook 

• Schema 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A quick look at the schema changes, several fields were added like the Phase to differentiate inbound and outbound plans. Felt necessary to add a label field in case they wanted something labeled on the map, and then the next three are just to put a numerical value for the number of barricades needed. In addition, a field to identify if a barricade was only needed in emergency situations, like an accident on one road would now route people a different direction. The responsibility field to show if it was the city or venues responsibility, and a hyperlink field to attach documents like the traffic signal plans. I also had to update the domains for all the fields used for symbology and update the symbology in the feature layer along with both map viewer and map viewer classic. It would sometimes not register symbology updates in the smart editor widget if I did not go into map viewer classic and ‘save changes’ in the manage new features window.
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Schema 
DEVELOPMENT 

• New Fields 
• Phase 
• Labels 
• Cones 
• Type I 
• Type III 
• Emergency 
• Responsibility 
• Hyperlink 

Updated Domains & 
Symbology on the 
corresponding ‘Type’ 
on all layers 
 
• Feature Layer 
• Map Viewer 
• Map Viewer Classic 

• Edit Widget 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A quick look at the schema changes, several fields were added like the Phase to differentiate inbound and outbound plans. Felt necessary to add a label field in case they wanted something labeled on the map, and then the next three are just to put a numerical value for the number of barricades needed. In addition, a field to identify if a barricade was only needed in emergency situations, like an accident on one road would now route people a different direction. The responsibility field to show if it was the city or venues responsibility, and a hyperlink field to attach documents like the traffic signal plans. I also had to update the domains for all the fields used for symbology and update the symbology in the feature layer along with both map viewer and map viewer classic. It would sometimes not register symbology updates in the smart editor widget if I did not go into map viewer classic and ‘save changes’ in the manage new features window.
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Schema 
DEVELOPMENT 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The current symbology changes to the event layers are here, the quick takeaway is the reducing of values to simplify the collection and the visuals on the map. Our users much preferred to color the blue lot blue and yellow lot yellow instead of identifying 20 different lot types.
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Schema 
DEVELOPMENT 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The current symbology changes to the event layers are here, the quick takeaway is the reducing of values to simplify the collection and the visuals on the map. Our users much preferred to color the blue lot blue and yellow lot yellow instead of identifying 20 different lot types.
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Schema 
DEVELOPMENT 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Similar story with the operations layers, with the big difference changing the road closures section to focus on the cone and barricade placements instead of closures and detours.
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CHALLENGES 
• Sharing 

o How best to share sensitive data to users outside of the City 

• Environment 
o Should this continue to live in AGO or should it move to our portal environment? 

• Communicating to Public 
• Should we use this product or integrate data with existing event apps? 

• Communicating to Crews 
o Either train to use digital product or recreate a printed product for public works 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Challenges or questions we are currently facing start with how best to share the sensitive data to event staff who are not city employees. Also, if this effort should still live in ArcGIS Online or maybe move to our enterprise portal environment. AGO will have the latest and greatest but sometimes that can lead to things breaking in the middle of production. Then for events like Frisco Freedom Fest do we want to integrate the data into existing public apps or share the public version of this solution. Finally, the public work crews who collect and set out the thousands of cones and barricades need access to this information. In the past they have received print outs put together in paint by someone in Engineering like shown here.
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Printed Replacement 
Challenges 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Not the prettiest map, and it would be a bit of a tricky map to try and automate. We would love to have them access the app on a mobile device but that might not be something the crews want to do.
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FUTURE 
• Experience Builder replacing WAB 
• Share/Integrate with our SAFER Application 

• Emergency Services real time application 
• Road Closures sent to WAZE 

• Include additional data from staff 
• Supervisor Areas 
• Signal timing plans 

• Build additional pieces for use during event 
• Real time markups 
• Survey123 to submit field reports 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The future beyond the events coming up soon will involve a very big overhaul as Experience Builder replaces Web AppBuilder. I was told there will be a new version of the solution to take care of this, but that will still be a large effort. We also want to integrate this data with our SAFER application for emergency services. One part of that is adding road closures to a service that reports directly to WAZE and we get traffic data back from them. We are also looking to add some data like supervisor areas and the signal timing plans to the map. And maybe investigate some of the real time pieces I set aside for this phase like the Survey123 form to submit real time field reports during the events.
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Thanks! 

Chris Shuma, GISP 
Senior GIS Analyst 

Department of Information Technology 
City of Frisco, TX 

CShuma@FriscoTexas.gov 

Questions, ideas or want to brainstorm?  
Contact me! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All in all, it has been a successful start to this project that has brought awareness, improved collaboration, and hopefully a more efficient and better visual tool. Thanks for your time and to all of those who have helped me in the Frisco GIS department. Any questions?

mailto:LStroupe@friscotexas.gov
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